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At the present time, most researches on Li geng’s traditional Chinese painting is 
based on the skill or style of his individual painting .This thesis not only introduces 
the concept and style of Li geng’s painting, but also comments on the special 
characteristic that his work both possess the elegance of scholar painting and the 
secular of folk painting. And the value of folk esthetics is emphasized in this paper. 
This thesis base on painting analyse and art criticism, combine commenting and 
reasoning, deduce the most unusually characteristic of Li geng’s traditional Chinese 
painting. And then conclude some profitable suggestion of how to develop traditional 
Chinese painting. 
First section. Brief analysis of Li geng’s artistic achievement, historical situation, 
idea of art value and analyse his special course of self-study, and the traditional 
drawing technique with the traditional art spirit that he inherits. 
Second section. Li geng’s art idea was deeply influence by the mainstream 
scholar culture and the folk culture, thus give birth to his special particularities of art 
modality、style、value and so on various aspects. Hereon make out the way he come 
through from three aspect: folk painter status , scholer painting pattern , both elegant 
and secular characteristic. Then study the interaction of scholar painting and folk 
painting. There is two way that Li geng’s painting come into contact with traditional 
Chinese culture: 1. from the position of folk culture, confirm the value of folk theme; 
2. from the angle of scholar culture, take an attitude of study and absorb. 
Third section. "the person of integrity mood", " secular Buddha " and " sentiment 
of folk life " are common esthetic modality of Li geng’s painting, it present some 
special esthetic characteristic by the very theme, and it also reflect the fact that the 
esthetic concept of Chinese painting is affected by folk culture of various estate. 
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① 转引自黄志强《李耕人物画技法》，福建美术出版社，1999，第 22 页。 
② 转引自《李耕及其画派评介》，福建省莆田市老年书画艺术协会等编，2003，第 44 页。 













































                                                        
① 本文所采用画作均选自《二十世纪中国古典人物画大师――李耕画集》，福建美术出版社，2005。 
② 转引自《李耕及其画派评介》，福建省莆田市老年书画艺术协会等编，2003，第 57 页。 






















































































图 3  李耕 《春夜宴桃李图》 
                                                        
① 黄叶《仙游画家“二李”述评》，《莆仙文化研究》，福建省炎黄文化研究会等编，海峡文艺出版社，2003，











































第二章  李耕绘画的历史脉络 
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